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STATE OF CALIFORNIADEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL
An Internationally Accredited Agency REPORT OF ARREST / UNUSUAL INCIDENT - NEWS RELEASE
In accordance with the provisions of Section 6254(f) of the Government Code the following information is releasable unless the information would endanger the successful completion of an investigation or endanger the safety of the person involved in an investigation.
ARRESTEE* / PARTY INFORMATION
*NOTE:  Information on juvenile in custody arrests or detentions is not subject to disclosure to the public.  Such disclosures are limited to other enforcement agencies or persons or agencies having a legitimate official need for purposes of official disposition of the case.  (Welfare and Institution Code Section 827 - 28) Refer inquiries to Juvenile Court.
NON-RELEASABLE INFORMATION:
1.2.3.4.5.6.
Identity of suspect prior to arrest.Results of investigating procedures prior to arrest.Items 1 & 2 can be released if: l will aid in arrest l will aid in investigation l will warn public of dangerInvestigative procedures involving officer involved shootings or other personnel actions.Prior criminal record, reputation or character of suspect.Identity of any personal information of a juvenile arrestee or suspect.Confession or existence of a confession.
* Juvenile arrest information relating to a collision cannot be disclosed.
7.8.9.
10.
 
11.
12.
BAC (PAS is releasable).Any photographs except: l will aid in arrest l will aid in investigation l will warn public of dangerThe identity, credibility, or testimony of prospective witnesses.Any personal opinion as to the suspect's guilt, innocence, ormerits of the case.Any information that would be known to be inadmissible in court.References to investigative procedures such as fingerprints,polygraph tests, or ballistic tests.
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	ARREST_1: ALFRED SAMUEL TREVISO
	AR_DOB_1: 03/19/1981
	AR_SEX_1: Male
	CHARGES1: 10851VC, 2800.2VC, 2800.4VC
	RESIDE_1: 
	STATE_1: Palmdale, CA  93551
	DESCRPTA: WHITE 34 YEAR OLD MALE, 5-08
	AR_LOC_1: 50TH ST EAST AT AVENUE P
	AR_DATE1: 01/17/2016 
	AR_TIME1: 16:21
	BK_DATE1: 01/17/2016
	BK_TIME1: 22:50
	RESIST_1: NO
	PURSUIT1: YES
	EVIDNC_A: 
	PUBASST1: NO
	WEPNUSE1: NO
	WRNT_A: 
	BAIL_1: 75,000
	RELEASE1: 
	ARREST_2: 
	AR_DOB_2: 
	SEX_2: 
	CHARGE_2: 
	RESIDE_2: 
	STATE_2: 
	DESCRPT2: 
	AR_LOC_2: 
	AR_DATE2: 
	AR_TIME2: 
	BK_DATE2: 
	BK_TIME2: 
	RESIST_2: 
	PURSUIT2: 
	EVIDNC_B: 
	PUBASST2: 
	WEPNUSE2: 
	WRNT_B: 
	BAIL_2: 
	RELEASE2: 
	FACTS: LAPD Air Unit #10 received a LoJack signal from a reported stolen 2013 Scion FRS, near Devonshire St and Sepulveda area.  When LAPD ground units attempted to contact the driver, the s/v fled northbound on I-5 to the northbound SR-14, where CHP (Newhall) was requested to take over the pursuit.  CHP (Newhall) assumed the pursuit northbound SR-14 at Agua Dulce Canyon Rd and turned over the pursuit to CHP (Antelope Valley) northbound SR-14 at Santiago Rd.  The s/v exited SR-14 at Avenue S and traversed several surface streets within the city of Palmdale.  The pursuit terminated at the intersection of Avenue P and 50th Street East when the s/v failed to negotiate a turn and left the roadway and collided into the raised dirt shoulder where it became disabled.  The male driver, Treviso, and his female passenger were taken into custody without incident.  The passenger was found to be an unwilling participant of the vehicle theft and pursuit.  She was released from the scene.  The driver was transported to the Los Angeles County Sheriff Department -  Palmdale station, and booked for felony evading and vehicle theft.



